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Motivation

Facts:

• Worker earnings have grown slower than labor productivity

I Leading to a decline in the labor share of output

• Skill Premium has increased along with income inequality

Question: To what extent did technological change contribute to these
outcomes?

• Technological change hard to measure directly, its effects need to be
inferred from observable quantities and prices

This paper: Construct direct measures of technological change linked to
individual worker task descriptions.
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What we do

• Leverage state-of-the-art techniques in textual analysis to identify
breakthrough technologies affecting specific occupations.

I Identify significant innovations through textual networks.

I Relate these innovations to specific workers based on DOT/ONET
occupation task descriptions.

• Construct time-series indices of occupation-specific technical change
that span the last two centuries.

I Examine the response of employment and wages to technology shocks
both at the aggregate as well as the individual level.

• Interpret our empirical findings through the lens of a model of
technology-skill complementarity with displacement.
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Preview: Exposure to Technological Change Over Time, Occupation Task Categories
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Manual (physical): vehicle/machine operators, electricians, mechanics
Routine cognitive: technicians, clerks, programmers
Manual (interpersonal): teachers, counselors, psychologists
Non-routine cognitive: surgeons, managers, engineers
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Findings

1. At the industry level, our technology indicators are positively related to
labor productivity yet predict a decline in the labor share

2. At the occupation and worker level, technological change is
consistently negatively related to employment and wage growth
I Negative relation with employment growth consistent over last 150 years
I Technology negatively related to wage growth over the last 30 years

3. Estimates consistently negative across groups; magnitudes larger for:
I non-college educated workers
I older workers
I more highly-paid workers

Caveat: We are not going to be able to say anything about the creation of
new occupations. Our results thus pertain to skill displacement of workers in
existing tasks.

• Autor, Salomons, and Seegmiller (2021): role of technological change
in the creation of new work.
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Implications

• Larger exposure of high-income workers hard to reconcile with the
canonical model of technology-skill complementarity

I We modify the standard model (Krusell et al, 2000) to allow for skill
displacement

I As technology improves, some skilled workers become unskilled.

• Implications:

I Introduces a wedge between changes in the skill premium and the wage
growth of (currently-skilled) workers.

I Higher labor income risk for skilled workers

I Calibrated model fits these facts in the presence of technology-skill
complementarity
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Measurement



Innovation is hard to measure directly

• How do you measure knowledge?
I R&D spending measures inputs not outputs.

• Our starting goal is patents. Why?

I By definition, patents relate to new inventions
(though not all valuable inventions are patentable)

I They measure output not inputs
(important if you think research productivity is slowing down)

• However, not all patents are equally valuable inventions.

I pro-patent shift in US policy (Hall and Zeidonis 2001)

• To create meaningful indices of innovation, we need to weigh important
patents differently from ones that are trivial.
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Measurement: Broad Idea

1. We follow Kelly, Papanikoloau, Seru, and Taddy (2021) (hereafter
KPST) and identify important patents as those that:

I are distinct from previous patents but are related to subsequent patents
(i.e., they are novel and impactful)

I Implementation: We need to measure the similarity between a given
patent and prior and subsequent patents (within a window).

2. We identify the exposure of occupation j to technology as

I # of important patents that are related to the tasks occupation j performs

I Implementation: We need to measure the similarity between a given
patent and occupation task descriptions (ONET/DOT)
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Patent-patent similarity example: Moving Pictures

Camera
(528,140)

Camera lantern
(546,093)

Phantoscope
(536,569)

Roll holder camera and
picture exhibitor (542,334)

Machine for exhibiting and
taking pictures (553,369)Vitascope

(578,185)

Kinetographic
camera (560,800)

Phantoscope
(586,953)

Kinetographic
camera (593,376)

Projecting
kinetoscope
(707,934)

Vitascope
(673,992)Kinetographic

camera (629,063)

Apparatus for Exhibiting

Photographs of Mov-

ing Objects (493,426)

Method of producing
instantenous

photographs (452,966)

Picture ex-
hibitor (380,977)
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Measuring technical change

• KPST identify important patents as those that are both

I novel (fewer past connections) and

I impactful (have more future connections).

• Index of technological change

I Count the # of patents / year at the right tail of the distribution of
importance (breakthroughs)

I Map these to industry NAICS codes using patent tech class crosswalks
from Goldschlag et al 2016

• Relate to industry outcomes

log(Yj,t+k)− log(Yj,t) = α(k)+β(k)ψj,t +δ(k)Zj,t + εj,t, k = 1 . . .6
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Innovation: Productivity vs Labor Share

A. Output B. Employment (all workers)
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Summary and Next Steps

• Technological change is associated with increases in labor productivity,
no change in industry employment, and a decline in labor share.

• Impact of technical change likely heterogenous across workers:
I ATMs likely displaced bank tellers; impact on stock brokers unclear.

• To dig deeper into these facts, we next construct measures of
technological change at the occupation level.

• Methodology: connect specific technologies (patents) to specific
workers (occupations) based on the textual similarity between the
description of the innovation and the workers’ task description.
I Note: Since our approach is based on measuring task overlap, primarily

identifies patents that substitute rather than complement worker tasks.
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Patent ⇔ Task Description
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Text Analysis Basics: Representing Text as Data

Typical Approach: Represent documents as sparse word vectors

• For two documents i and j, construct Vi and Vj as a (sparse) word vector
of length W (i.e. the size of the set union for terms in (i, j))

I Example: D1 = {dog,eat, food} and D2 = {cat,eat, food} leads to
V1 = [1,0,1,1] and V2 = [0,1,1,1]

• This ‘bag of words’ approach works well when the two documents are
written in the same ‘language’ (lots of grammatical overlap)

• Measure similarity across documents based on cosine similarity
between V1 and V2.
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Text Analysis Basics: Representing Text as Data

However, the previous approach does not deal with synonyms.

• For example, if D1 = {dog,cat} and D2 = {puppy,kitten} then
V1 = {1,1,0,0} V2 = {0,0,1,1} and

Cosine Similarity(V1,V2) =
V1 ·V2

||V1||× ||V2||
= 0

Even though the two documents have similar meanings.

• This creates a bias towards low similarity if the two documents use
different vocabulary

I e.g. patent documents vs occupation task descriptions
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Dealing With Synonyms

Potential solution: use word embeddings (e.g. word2vec).

• Each word xk is represented as a 300-dimensional vector (arbitrary
basis).

• The (cosine) distance between two word vectors is related to the
probability they are synonyms (i.e., they are used in the same context
within a set of documents).

• We use word vectors provided by Pennington et al. (2014) that were
trained on 42 billion word tokens of web data from Common Crawl.
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Dealing With Synonyms

New Approach: Represent documents as weighted averages of word vectors:

Vi = ∑
xk∈Ai

wi,kxk

• Now, Vi is no longer sparse but has lower dimensionality than before.
• Here wi,k is the term-frequency-inverse-document-frequency (TFIDF)

defined as
wi,k ≡ TFi,k× IDFk =

fk,i
∑k′∈doc i fi,k′

× log
(

# of documents
# of documents that include term k

)
I IDF is computed separately for patents and job descriptions

• In the example D1 = {dog,cat} and D2 = {puppy,kitten}, now Cosine
Sim(V1,V2)≈ 0.81.
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From Text to Vector Representation

• Convert all words to a common root (lemmatizing).

• Keep only nouns and verbs

I Idea: focus on what a patent/occupation is and what it does).

• Compute TF-IDF of each word in each document

• Extract estimated word vectors xk for each word k.

• Construct document vector as TF-IDF weighted average of
word vectors
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From Text to Vector Representation

Example:

Document i: “The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.”

→ Get nouns and verbs (lemmatized) : {fox, jump,dog}

→ Vector representation of phrase:

Vi = wi,foxxfox +wi,jumpxjump +wi,dogxdog

wi,k is the TF-IDF weight as explained before

xk is a 300-dimensional vector whose location in space is a geometric
representation of the word’s meaning (high cosine similarity→ synonyms)

• The NLP guys already estimated xk so we don’t have to
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Patent-occupation similarity example (1)

Financial Managers

Credit Analysts

Loan Interviewers and Clerks

Accountants and Auditors

Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks

“System for managing

financial accounts by a

priority allocation of funds

among accounts” (Patent No.

5,911,135, Issued in 1999)
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Patent-occupation similarity example (2)

Textile Knitting and Weaving Ma-
chine Setters, Operators, and Tenders

Sewing Machine Operators

Sewers, Hand

Fabric Menders, Except Garment

Textile Winding, Twisting, and Drawing Out
Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders

“Knitting-machine” (Patent

No. 276,146, Issued in 1883)
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Occupation-specific indices of technical change

Creating our occupation × time index of exposure:

• Denote by ρi,j each element of the patent (i) X occupation (j) matrix
(cosine similarity between document vectors)

• To account for shifts in language remove time × tech class FEs from all
elements.

• Impose sparsity: set the bottom 80% of patent-occupation pairs to zero.

• Re-scale the remaining 20% of pairs so they range between (0,1).
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Occupation-specific indices of technical change

• Denote the adjusted (tech × year fixed effect/re-scaled similarity
measure by ρ̃i,j.

Our index then sums up occupation exposures across breakthrough patents:

ηj,t =
1
κt

∑
i∈Γc

t

ρ̃i,j×1(q̃i,t ≥ q̃p90)

κt = US population

q̃i,t: KPST text-based measure of breakthrough patents
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Recent Trends

A. Levels B. Composition
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• Left figure shows the sum of innovation exposure for occupations in the
top quintile of a given task category. Right figure shows each task
category’s share of total exposure.
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Technology and Labor Market
Outcomes



Order Clerks versus Personnel and Library Clerks
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Employment and Technology Exposure (1850–present)

A. Occupation-level Employment B. Industry X Occupation level employment

10 Years 20 Years 10 Years 20 Years 10 Years 20 Years 10 Years 20 Years

Technology Exposure, ηi,t -0.43∗∗∗ -0.75∗∗∗ -0.33∗∗∗ -0.66∗∗∗ -0.37∗∗∗ -0.76∗∗∗ -0.38∗∗∗ -0.86∗∗∗

(-4.68) (-6.30) (-4.17) (-6.33) (-2.76) (-3.69) (-2.83) (-3.92)

Observations 2,865 2,574 2,492 2,208 102,400 81,009 72,451 54,662
R2 (Within) 0.016 0.043 0.067 0.078 0.003 0.013 0.004 0.018
Controls
Time FE Y Y Y Y
Industry X Time FE Y Y Y Y
Lagged Dependent Variable Y Y Y Y

Note: The table above reports results from regressions of the form

1
k

(
logYi,t+k− logYi,t

)
= α0 +αt +β(k)ηi,t +ρ(logYi,t− logYi,t−k)+ εi,t

for k = 10,20 years for Census years spanning from 1850-2010. Here Yi,t is the occupation’s share in total
non-farm employment. ηi,t is standardized and growth rates are in annualized percentage terms. Standard
errors are clustered by occupation and corresponding t-stats are shown in parentheses. Observations are
weighted by occupation employment share at time t.
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Employment and Technology Exposure (1850–present)
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Employment, wage earnings and technology exposure (recent pe-
riod: 1980–present)

A. Employment Growth B. Wage Growth
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Note: The Figures above plot coefficients from panel regressions of annualized wage and income growth
rates over different time horizons on occupation innovation exposures:

yi,t+k− yi,t = α+βηi,t +δXi,t + εi,t

Controls Xi,t–includes three one-year lags of dependent variable, time fixed effects, wage, and occupation
employment share. Dependent variable is expressed in annualized percentage terms and ηi,t is standardized.
Figures plot 90% confidence interval for each time horizon. Data come from the CPS Merged Outgoing
Rotation Groups (MORG) and cover the 1985–2018 period. 28



Impact of Innovation on Individual Workers, Panel Analysis

We now track the same workers over time using a panel of individuals in the
CPS linked with their earnings/employment histories in the Detailed
Earnings Record (DER).

• Observe occupation and education in year worker is in CPS
I Only consider individuals of working age (25-55)
I Only include individuals with occupation information ≤ 5 years old

• Merge this with annual earnings and employer data from the DER.

• Use Census patent–firm identifier crosswalks to link to patents that
originate in the worker’s industry (tech exposure η now varies at
occupation-industry level)

• Calculate growth in age-adjusted average earnings over the next 3-, 5-,
and 10-year horizons
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Individual Workers

Following a one σ technology shock, worker’s average wages fall about
1.1% over the next 3 years and 1.5% over the next 10 years

Wage Growth Responses to 1 σ Technology Shock, DER-CPS Linked Panel Data

3 Years 10 Years

Technology Exposure ηi,t -1.14% -1.06% -1.09% -1.08% -1.50% -1.33% -1.53% -1.43%
(0.194) (0.194) (0.269) (0.248) (0.308) (0.292) (0.457) (0.439)

Fixed Effects:
Industry Y Y Y Y
Occupation Y Y Y Y
Year Y Y
Industry x Year Y Y Y Y
Occupation x Year Y Y Y Y

Note: This table reports average wage growth responses following a σ shock to our occupation based
technological change measure. Percent wage growth is measured in log points. Standard errors are clustered
at the industry level (NAICS 4).
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Individual Workers, by Education (5-year horizon)

Non-college educated more exposed to same technology than
college-educated workers
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Individual Worker, by Age (5-year horizon)

Older workers more exposed to same technology than younger workers
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Individual Workers–Sorted by Income Rank (5-year horizon)

Highly-paid workers more exposed to same technology than low-wage
workers
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Summary

• Correlation between technology and employment is negative at the
occupation level

• Correlation between technology and worker wages negative, both at the
occupation but also at the worker level. Magnitudes larger for:

a. less educated
b. older
c. more highly-paid workers within an occupation-industry

Q: How to square (c) with the standard assumption that skilled labor is more
complementary to technology than unskilled labor?
A: Skilled workers as a group may benefit, yet individual workers may
get left behind.
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Model



Setup

• Output function of technology ξ, skilled H and unskilled L labor

Yjt =

(
µ
(

Ljt

)σ

+(1−µ)
(

Xjt

)σ

)1/σ

where

Xjt =

(
λ

(
ξjt

)ρ

+(1−λ)
(

Hjt

)ρ

)1/ρ

• Standard Assumption: Skilled labor more complementary to
technology than unskilled labor:

ρ < σ < 1
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Skill Displacement

• Individual workers i endowed with θi,t units of skilled labor and 1−θi,t

units of unskilled labor. Worker earnings:

WL,t +θit (WH,t−WL,t)

• Arrival of new technologies can render existing skills obsolete:
I With some probability θit falls as technology ξ improves
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Implications

• Skill premium WH−WL increases with ξ

I skilled workers as a group are relatively better off!

• Yet, individual workers who experience declines in skill θ can
experience significant income declines.
I i.e. membership in the skilled group need not remain constant.

• Depending on the relative strength of these two effects, earnings of
(previously) top workers can decline more than lower-paid workers.
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Model Calibration

Parameter Interpretation Value

α Cond. prob. of displacement .55
φ Prob. of skill increase .38
δ Death rate .02
σ Curvature of unskilled labor (outer nest) .5
Ω Technology jump intensity .07
ρ Curvature of skilled labor (inner nest) .15
µ Unskilled labor share (outer nest) .44
λ Capital share (inner nest) .62
g Growth rate .02
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Model: Impulse Responses

Model Moments vs. Empirical Analogues
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Conclusion

• We construct direct measures of technology and relate them to worker
outcomes.

• We find that technological improvements are robustly negatively related
to worker labor market outcomes, both at the aggregate but also at the
individual levels.

I Magnitudes larger for (a) less educated, (b) older, and (c) most
highly-paid workers within occupation-industry

• Allowing for skill displacement in the standard model of
technology-skill complementarity key in interpreting these findings
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